We investigate the thermal photon production from constant magnetic field in a strongly coupled and anisotropic plasma via the gauge/gravity duality. The dual geometry with pressure anisotropy is generated from the axion-dilaton gravity action introduced by Mateos and Trancancelli and the magnetic field is coupled to fundamental matters(quarks) through the D3/D7 embeddings. We find that the photon spectra with different quark mass are enhanced at large frequency when the photons are emitted parallel to the anisotropic direction with larger pressure or perpendicular to the magnetic field. However, in the opposite conditions for the emitted directions, the spectra approximately saturate isotropic results in the absence of magnetic field. On the other hand, a resonance emerges at moderate frequency for the photon spectrum with heavy quarks when the photons move perpendicular to the magnetic field. The resonance is more robust when the photons are polarized along the magnetic field. On the contrary, in the presence of pressure anisotropy, the resonance will be suppressed. There exist competing effects of magnetic field and pressure anisotropy on meson melting in the strongly coupled super Yang-Mills plasma, while we argue that the suppression led by anisotropy may not be applied to the quark gluon plasma.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the relativistic heavy ion collisions, electromagnetic signatures may provide imperative information about the local properties of the quark gluon plasma(QGP) or even the early-time physics before thermalization due to their weak interaction with the medium. In comparison with p-p collisions, the enhanced yields of "direct photons" (i.e. not originating from the hadronic decays) observed in RHIC may indicate the prominent thermal-photon production from the QGP [1, 2] . In general, the photons with large energy (transverse momentum p T > 1 GeV) are expected to be generated in early times. Except for the yields of photons, the elliptic flow v 2 as a coefficient of the second Fourier harmonic of the particle spectrum is used to analyze the momentum-space anisotropy of produced photons. The explicit definition of v 2 can be found in [3] . Intuitively, the v 2 for direct photons is expected to be small since the flow should be gradually built up in the hydrodynamic phase. However, the recent results from both Au-Au and Pb-Pb collisions in RHIC and LHC have shown that the energetic photons carry large v 2 [4, 5] , which contradict the theoretical expectation and may suggest an early-time mechanism contributing to the anomalous flow.
On the theory side, many efforts have been devoted to the thermal-photon production, which leads to considerable contributions to direct photons, in the weakly coupled plasma [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Nevertheless, due to the strongly coupled feature of QGP at finite temperature, the non-perturbative approaches are also required. The AdS/CFT correspondence [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , a duality between a strongly coupled N = 4 Super Yang-Mills(SYM) theory and a classical supergravity in the asymptotic AdS 5 × S 5 background in the limit of large N c and strong t'Hooft coupling, is thus introduced to analyze the strongly coupled QCD. Although the degrees of freedom and properties of SYM theory are drastically distinct from those of QCD, the gauge/gravity duality could be an useful tool for providing a qualitative understanding of QGP and other physics in relativistic heavy ion collisions. The study of photon and dilepton production via the AdS/CFT correspondence was initiated by [17] . Then the influence of the inclusion of fundamental matters, which corresponds to massive quarks in the medium, on the photon production was studied in [18] . In addition, the computations in Sakai-Sugimoto model [19] as a QCD gravity dual with finite chemical potential and in SYM dual with finite density can be found in [20] and [21] , respectively. The study of photoemission rate and conductivity in multiple QCD duals is presented in [22] . Recently, the photon spectrum at intermediate coupling in SYM has been investigated as well [23] . Moreover, the studies of prompt photons and dileptons created in early times are presented in [24] [25] [26] [27] .
Nonetheless, a new mechanism beyond the isotropic production of thermal photons in QGP has to be introduced to trigger the excess of photon flow. In the weakly coupled scenario, different causes have been proposed. In [28] , it is indicated that the considerable hadronic flow should enhance the photon v 2 . On the other hand, the influence of pressure anisotropy of the medium on photon production has been discussed in [29] . Also, the enhancement of photon production in the presence of strong magnetic field generated by two colliding nuclei in the early stage has been studied from a variety of approaches [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . In the strongly coupled scenario, the electromagnetic signatures in anisotropic plasma have been studied in [35, 36] . In [36] , an anisotropic dual geometry induced by an axion-dilaton gravity action introduced by Mateos and Trancanelli(MT) [37, 38] is employed to mimic an anisotropic and thermalized plasma. It is found in [36] that the photon production along the anisotropic direction with larger pressure increases as the anisotropy increases. Furthermore, the photon production from magnetic field in holography has been recently investigated by using the D4/D6 and D3/D7 systems in [39] , where the photon production perpendicular to the magnetic field is found to be enhanced [39] . Also, the elliptic flow v 2 and the coefficient of higher-order Fourier harmonic v 4 are computed in Sakai-Sugimoto model with magnetic field [40] .
Although the authors in [36, 39] evaluate the photon spectra with fundamental matters by applying D3/D7 embeddings, only the trivial embeddings, which correspond to contributions from massless quarks, are considered therein. As pointed out in [18] , the contributions from massive quarks should be relatively considerable. To add fundamental matters to the background dominated by adjoint matters, we have to embed flavor probe branes in the background geometry [41, 42] . In the D3/D7 model, the probe D7 branes share the spacetime dimensions with the D3 branes, which generate the background geometry, and extend along the fifth dimension in the bulk; they further wrap an S 3 inside the S 5 . The radius of S 3 will shrink to zero at the end of D7 branes in the bulk and the quark mass is associated with where the D7 branes end. At finite temperature, the D7 branes will be attracted by the black D3 branes. At low temperature or large quark mass, the D7 branes can fully remain outside the black branes. Such embeddings are referred to as the Minkowski embeddings corresponding to the confinement of mesons. On the other hand, at high temperature or small quark mass, the D7 branes will partially reside in the black branes. The embeddings are referred to as the black hole embeddings corresponding to meson melting in thermalized media. There exists a critical embedding when the D7 branes end at the event horizon, where the first order phase transition occurs [38] . In our work, we will only consider black hole embeddings as deconfined phase.
In this paper, we will investigate the thermal photon production with constant magnetic field and massive quarks in a strongly coupled, thermalized, and anisotropic plasma. In the holographic dual, we consider black hole embeddings coupled to constant magnetic field in the MT geometry, which can be regarded as generalization and extension of the previous studies in [36, 39] . The paper is organized in the following order. In section II, we briefly review the AdS/CFT prescription for the computations of spectral functions and evaluate the spectra of thermal photons in the MT metric with adjoint matters. In section III, we then consider the black hole embeddings in the MT geometry and compute the photon spectra with massive quarks. In section IV, we further incorporate constant magnetic field and study the photon spectra and DC conductivity in the presence of both magnetic field and pressure anisotropy. Finally, we make detailed discussions of our results in the last section.
II. SPECTRAL FUNCTIONS IN AN ANISOTROPIC PLASMA
To study the production of photons and dileptons from a strongly coupled and anisotropic plasma, we will evaluate spectral functions via the AdS/CFT correspondence in the dual geometry led by a five-dimensional dilaton-axion gravity action [37, 38] . In the Einstein frame, the action takes the form,
where φ and χ denote the dilaton and axion, respectively. The second term in (1) is the GibbonsHawking-York boundary term and 2κ 2 = 16πG = 8π 2 /N 2 c is the five dimensional gravitational coupling. To simplify the computations, we have set L = 1, where L = (4πg s N c l 2 s ) 1/4 denotes the radius of S 5 in the ten-dimensional spacetime. The solution of the dual metric in the Einstein frame is given by
for χ = az, where F(u), B(u), and H(u) = e −φ(u) depend on φ(u) and the anisotropic factor a, which corresponds to the density of D7 branes embedded along the anisotropic direction z. These D7 branes dissolve in the bulk and contribute to the pressure anisotropy of the medium. The blackening function F(u) vanishes at the event horizon u = u h , which results in the temperature and entropy density of the plasma. From [37, 38] , the temperature and entropy density of the MT geometry read
whereφ(z) = φ(z) + log a 4/7 ,φ b =φ(0) andφ h =φ(u h ). At mid-anisotropy for a/T = 4.4 or equivalently a/s 1/3 = 1.2, the medium forms a prolate in the momentum space with the ratio of pressures P z /P x,y ≈ 1.5. In the rest of the paper, we will focus on the mid-anisotropy region when considering the anisotropic effect.
To investigate the spectra of photons and dileptons, we will follow the approaches in [17] by introducing U (1) gauge fields in the gravity dual as sources of electromagnetic currents on the boundary, where the gauge fields here are regarded as external probes and their back-reaction to the dual geometry is neglected. The effective action for the external gauge fields can be written as
which leads to field equations ∇ M F M N = 0, where the Latin indices denote the directions of fivedimensional spacetime, M, N = t, x, y, z, u. We will then choose the gauge A u = 0. Based on the translational invariance along t, x, y, z directions, we can write down the Fourier transform of gauge fields as
where the Greek indices denote the directions of four dimensional spacetime, µ = t, x, y, z.
Since now the dual geometry is anisotropic along the z direction and rotational symmetry is only preserved on the x − y plane, we will study two particular cases for k = (−ω, 0, 0, q) and k = (−ω, q, 0, 0), where the induced currents move parallel and perpendicular to the anisotropic direction, respectively.
We firstly consider the case for k = (−ω, 0, 0, q); the field equations are
where A µ = A µ (u, k) and primes denote the derivatives with respect to u. The first equation in (6) for ⊥= x, y is the field equation for transverse polarizations perpendicular to the spatial momentum. The rest three equations govern the longitudinal modes, where the last one is in fact redundant, which can be obtained from the linear combination of the other two equations. By defining E ⊥ = ωA ⊥ and E z = qA t + ωA z , we can rewrite the field equations into gauge invariant forms,
for k = (−ω, 0, 0, q). Similarly, we have
for k = (−ω, q, 0, 0), where E y,z = ωA y,z and E x = qA t + ωA x . Notice that the equation for E y here is slightly different from that for E z due to anisotropy of the metric along the z direction. By using the field equations (7) and (8), we then write down the boundary terms of the effective action in (4),
φ . Notice that φ → 0 and F, B, H → 1 near the boundary.
Although the dual geometry asymptotically reduces to the pure AdS spacetime near the boundary, the boundary value of E y and of E z will differ due to the breaking of rotational symmetry in the bulk.
In thermal equilibrium, the differential photon emission rate per unit volume can be written as
where n = 2 denotes the number of polarizations of photons and χ(k) represents the trace of the spectral density, which is related to the retarded current-current correlator C µν (k). When photons are linearly polarized along a particular polarization ǫ T , we should take
By these definitions, we retrieve χ ǫ T (k 0 ) = χ(k) in the isotropy case. Following the AdS/CFT prescription [17, 43, 44] , the retarded correlators can be evaluated by taking the functional derivatives of the boundary action with respect to the gauge fields, which further results in
where Z is an overall constant. Also, the zero-frequency limit of the spectral function contributes to the DC conductivity as
In thermal equilibrium, only the incoming-wave solutions near the horizon have to be considered. In the isotropic case, the lightlike solution(q = ω) takes the form [17] ,
where u h = (πT ) −1 in the isotropic geometry andω = ω/(πT ). However, the anisotropic solutions can only be solved numerically. We thus solve E ⊥ in (7) and E y , E z in (8) for q = ω by imposing incoming-wave boundary conditions via analysis of the near-horizon expansion of field equations.
In the first case, by solving E ⊥ and implementing (12), we can derive the spectral density for photons propagating along the anisotropic direction z. In the second case, the solutions of E y and E z then contribute to the spectra for photons moving perpendicular to the anisotropic direction.
To compare the results with those found in isotropic case, we have to fix certain physical scales such as temperature or entropy density of the media. In the rest of the paper, we will solely focus on the cases with fixed temperature. Due to the rotational symmetry on the x − y plane, the computation of the spectral density for k = (−ω, 0, 0, ω) is straightforward. We define the ratio χ r = χ ǫ T aniso /χ iso to compare the anisotropic and isotropic cases. Nonetheless, as indicated in the previous context, the field equations for E y and E z are slightly different in (8) for k = (−ω, ω, 0, 0), which bring about different retarded correlators [66] . The results at mid anisotropy for fixed temperature are shown in Fig.1 , which match those found by fluctuating a flavor probe brane in MT geometry in the massless-quark limit [36] [67] . The matching is expected since only the leadingorder contribution of the gauge fields coupled to the flavor brane in the DBI action is considered in [36] . 
III. EMBEDDED FLAVOR BRANES
To incorporate the flavor degrees of freedom, we will consider the embeddings of flavor D7 branes [41, 42] , which are different from the D7 branes generating pressure anisotropy of the background geometry [37, 38] . In addition, we take the quenched approximation by assuming N f ≪ N c , where N f denotes the number of flavors. With such an approximation, the modification of flavor probe branes to the background geometry is O(N f /N c ) suppressed, which will be neglected in this paper. The flavor D7 brane extended into the bulk shares the same spacetime dimensions with the D3 brane on the boundary and wraps an S 3 inside the S 5 ,
For convenience, we hereafter work in the string frame. The flavor D7 brane is characterized by the Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) action,
where G is the induced metric on the D7 branes, F = dA is the U(1) field strength for the massless gauge fields coupled to the brane, and T D7 = (2πl s ) −7 (g s l s ) −1 is the D7-brane string tension. The induced metric in the string frame led by the embedding of the flavor branes in the MT geometry reads [36] 
where 1 − ψ(u) 2 = sin θ represents the radius of the internal S 3 wrapped by the D7 branes. To compute the leading-order contribution of photon spectra, we could preserve the quadratic order in the field strength for the D7-brane action,
By treating the expansion of the field strength in the DBI action perturbatively, we could neglect the back-reaction of gauge fields to the induced metric. The D7-brane action now reads
where the prefactor K D7 includes the integration over the internal space Ω 3 wrapped by the D7 branes. By following the standard AdS/CFT prescription as shown in the previous section, the spectral functions of electromagnetic probes can be obtained. In the case of trivial embedding ψ = 0, which corresponds to the massless-quark case, the spectra reduce to the results we acquired in the previous section except for the difference in the prefactors.
To incorporate massive quarks, we have to consider nontrivial embeddings ψ = 0. In the absence of the gauge fields, we derive the field equation of ψ by minimizing the action in (18),
,
The field equation in (20) can be solved by imposing proper boundary conditions near the horizon [45, 46] , where we take ψ(u h ) = ψ 0 and ψ ′ (u h ) = (−3u −2 e −φ/2 ψ/F ′ )| u=u h . Here we only consider the black hole embedding as a deconfined phase of the plasma, which corresponds to the choice of 0 ≤ ψ 0 < 1 [45] .
In the isotropic case, the asymptotic solution of ψ(u) near the boundary behaves as
where the dimensionless coefficients m and c are related to the magnitudes of quark mass and condensate through [45, 47] 
s N c being the t'Hooft coupling and L = 1 in our convention. However, at nonzero anisotropy, the asymptotic solution will contain extra logarithmic terms,
which come from the anisotropy. The numerical computations of c may become technically difficult due to the presence of the leading logarithmic term, while the extraction of m is straightforward. Further discussions of black hole embeddings in the MT geometry can be found in Appendix B.
In Fig.4 , the quark mass scaled by temperature with respect to ψ 0 for the black hole embeddings with anisotropy is represented by the dashed blue curve, while the solid blue curve corresponds to the isotropic case. The critical mass at ψ 0 → 1 now is increased by anisotropy or equivalently the dissociation temperature is reduced. In fact, as shown in [47] , the black hole embedding near ψ 0 = 1 could be metastable or unstable and the phase transition occurs within this region in the isotropic case. To manifest the phase transition near ψ 0 = 1 in the anisotropic case requires further investigation on the thermodynamics of the flavor brane in Minkowski embeddings, which is beyond the scope of this paper. The relevant work is in progress [48] . After solving the induced metric of the flavor probe brane, we can now compute photon spectra. By taking the Fourier transform of gauge fields as (19) , the action near the boundary becomes
where the gauge fields have to obey the field equations
Recall that G µν here is the induced metric of D7 branes. To convert (24) and (25) into gauge-invariant forms, we may follow the general derivation presented in Appendix A. From (40) and H → 1 near the boundary, we have the photon spectral density
where E j (u, ω) = ωA j (u, k)| k 0 =−ω for j being the transverse polarization. As discussed in the previous section, the transverse-polarized gauge field with k = (−ω, 0, 0, ω) preserves rotational symmetry on the x − y plane, which is governed by just one equation of motion. Whereas for the field with k = (−ω, ω, 0, 0), the two types of transverse polarizations A y and A z should obey different field equations due to the presence of anisotropy along the z direction. The computations of solving the field equations can be carried out via the similar approaches introduced in the previous section.
To compare the anisotropic spectral densities with isotropic ones, we have to fix the quark mass and temperature of the media. Here we define the rescaled massM Q = 2πM q / √ λ. The spectral functions for photons moving along the anisotropic direction are shown in Fig.2 , while the results for photons moving perpendicular to the anisotropic direction are illustrated in Fig.3 , where the spectral functions are in the unit of πT . At smallω = ω/(πT ), the spectral functions contributed from the quarks with different mass possess distinct features, while the qualitative structures of isotropic and anisotropic spectra are similar. At largeω = ω/(πT ), the effect from the difference of quark mass are suppressed by the energy of photons; the spectra hence converge to the same amplitudes. Nevertheless, as shown in Fig.2 , the anisotropic spectra for photons moving along the anisotropic direction receive overall enhancement in amplitudes. For the photons moving perpendicular to the anisotropic direction, the amplitudes of anisotropic spectra can be smaller or larger than the isotropic ones depending on the quark mass and the polarization as illustrated in Fig.3 . At largeω, the anisotropic spectra for photons moving perpendicular to the anisotropic direction saturate the isotropic ones.
IV. EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD
In D3/D7 embeddings, the flavor D7 branes can couple to external electromagnetic field via the DBI action [49] [50] [51] . Here we consider the presence of constant magnetic field by turning on the worldvolume U(1) gauge field 2πl 2 s A y = B z x and 2πl 2 s A x = B y z in (16), which generate the magnetic field B z and B y along the z and y directions, respectively [68] . To simplify the computations, we will include the magnetic field in one of the directions alone. In the isotropic case, these two setups should degenerate, while the degeneracy will be broken when we further incorporate the pressure anisotropy. The explicit forms of the DBI actions now become
φ ψ ′2 ), and which lead to same field equations as (20) with the following substitutions,
, and
The ψ(u) in the field equation can be solved numerically with the same manner as in the cases with zero magnetic field. By analyzing the near-horizon expansions of ψ, one could find that the relation between ψ 0 and ψ ′ 0 is not altered by the inclusion of magnetic field. On the other hand, the leading order coefficients in the expansions of ψ(u) near the boundary then contribute to quark mass. Different values of quark mass obtained by varying ψ 0 for black hole embeddings in the presence of magnetic field or anisotropy are illustrated in Fig.4 . It is found that the magnetic field reduces the critical mass or increases the dissociation temperature, which results in an opposite effect to the pressure anisotropy. The suppression of critical mass by magnetic field has been found in [51] as well.
To generate the electromagnetic currents on the boundary, we should further introduce the perturbation of gauge fields in the presence of magnetic field. To the quadratic order in the field strength, the D7-brane action is
where G µν is now the induced metric of the D7 branes incorporating the magnetic field. The diagonal elements of G µν are the same as those in the absence of magnetic field, while the off-diagonal terms G xy (G xz ) = −G yx (G zx ) = B z (−B y ) receive the contributions from nonzero magnetic field. By taking Fourier transform of the gauge fields, the near boundary actions can be written as
where
The field equations of the gauge fields here also take the Maxwell form,
The equations above can be converted into gauge-invariant forms from the general expressions in Appendix A. Here we list the diagonal terms of the induced metric pertinent to the computations,
for B z = 0 and
for B y = 0. After solving the field equations, we can follow the same procedure as introduced in the previous section to compute the spectral functions of photons. To compare the results in the presence of magnetic field and anisotropy, we have to fix the temperature and quark mass in different setups. We firstly consider the situation when the magnetic field points along the anisotropic direction for which the results are shown in Fig.5, Fig.6 , and Fig.7 , where the spectral functions are in the unit of πT . As shown in Fig.5 , the spectra for photons emitted parallel to the magnetic field are suppressed at smallω, while they saturate the isotropic spectra in the absence of magnetic field at largeω. When further incorporating the pressure anisotropy, the spectra for photons emitted parallel to the anisotropic direction are enhanced, which is similar to the scenario in the absence of magnetic field as shown in the previous section; their amplitudes surpass the isotropic ones with zero magnetic field at largeω. For the photons emitted perpendicular to the magnetic field, as shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7 , their spectra are enhanced at largeω. Also, the anisotropic effect make no drastic modifications to the spectra at largeω. However, at moderateω, a resonance emerges in the spectrum led by heavy quarks for photons moving perpendicular to the magnetic field. The resonance is more prominent when the photos are polarized parallel to the magnetic field as illustrated by the dashed blue curve in Fig.7 . When further incorporating the pressure anisotropy, the resonance is smoothed out.
In the zero-frequency limit, we can also evaluate the DC conductivity by employing (13) , where the results are shown in Fig.8 and Fig.9 . As illustrated in Fig.8 , compared to the isotropic case in the absence of magnetic field, we find that the conductivity for photons with the polarization perpendicular to the anisotropic direction is enhanced in particular for the embedding with heavy quarks. On the contrary, the conductivity for the polarization perpendicular to the magnetic field is suppressed. When the quark mass is increased, the suppression becomes more robust. In contrast, as illustrated in Fig.9 , for photons with the polarization along the anisotropic direction, the conductivity is almost unchanged compared to the isotropic one except for the embedding with heavy quarks. However, the conductivity for the photons with the polarization parallel to the magnetic field is larger than the isotropic one for the embedding with light quarks. When the quark mass is increased, the enhancement monotonically decreases and even turns into suppression when approaching the critical mass.
When the magnetic field and anisotropy coexist and point perpendicular to each other, the rotational symmetry is fully broken. The photons moving in distinct directions with different polarizations will lead to a variety of spectra, but the general features are not particularly altered from what we have discussed in the paragraph above. The spectra for photons moving parallel to the anisotropic direction and perpendicular to the magnetic field receive the maximum enhancement at large frequency. When the photons are emitted perpendicular to the magnetic field in the isotropic medium, the resonance appears for the spectra with heavy quarks at moderate frequency. The presence of anisotropy then smooths out the resonance regardless of the moving directions of photons. We merely present the results in Fig.11-16 for references, where the correspondences between the colors of curves and different values of quark mass are the same as those in Fig.5 .
V. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have evaluated the thermal photon spectra originated from massive quarks in the anisotropic plasma with moderate pressure anisotropy and constant yet strong magnetic field through the holographic approach. At large frequency, we found that the amplitudes of spectra with different quark mass are increased by the magnetic field when the photons move perpendicular to it. The spectra for photons moving parallel to the magnetic field saturate the results in the absence of magnetic field. In the presence of pressure anisotropy, the spectra for photons moving along the anisotropy direction are enhanced, while the ones moving perpendicular to the anisotropic direction receive no enhancement compared to the isotropic results at large frequency. At moderate frequency, the magnetic field triggers a resonance for the spectrum with heavy quarks when the photons move perpendicular to the magnetic field. The resonance becomes more robust when the photons are polarized along the magnetic field. However, the pressure anisotropy leads to an competing effect and suppresses the resonance.
The enhancements of the photon spectra with massive quarks at large frequency led by anisotropy and magnetic field are somewhat expected since the enhancements have been found in the limit of massless quarks [36, 39] . When the energy of photons dominates the quark mass, the contributions from massive and massless quarks should degenerate. The enhancements will 
The ratios of DC conductivity with ǫ T = ǫ z versus quark mass. The red(triangle), green(circle), and blue(square) dots correspond to (a/T, B z /(πT ) 2 ) = (4.4, 0), (0, 2), and (4.4, 2), respectively. persist forω → ∞. In the coexistence of both effects, the enhancement of the spectra could be further amplified. As illustrated in Fig.13 and Fig.14 , for which the magnetic field is perpendicular to the anisotropy direction, the spectra at large frequency in the presence of magnetic field can be further enhanced by anisotropy. When the photons move along the anisotropic direction in the above situation, their amplitudes of the spectra can be maximally enhanced. Such a scenario may be in analogy to the photon production in relativistic heavy ion collisions. In the peripheral collisions in experiments, the orientation of averaged magnetic field generated by two colliding nuclei should be perpendicular to the reaction plane. The initial geometry of the medium will lead to pressure anisotropy, in which the largest pressure is perpendicular to the averaged magnetic field and to the beam direction. At mid rapidity, the observation of large elliptic flow of direct photons corresponds to the excessive production of photons along the orientation with largest pressure. In our model, the maximum enhancement of the thermal photons produced along the anisotropic direction and perpendicular to the magnetic field may qualitatively suggest the cause of such large flow of direct photons. Nonetheless, there exist caveats when making the comparison above beyond the difference in the SYM theory and QCD. Firstly, the pressure anisotropy in the MT model is distinct from the one in QGP in directions. In the MT model, the rotational symmetry is still preserved on the plane perpendicular to the anisotropic direction with larger pressure, which is drastically distinct from the QGP that the rotational symmetry should be fully broken. Second, the medium will gradually expand and thus the temperature of QGP could be spacetime dependent. Furthermore, the magnetic field generated by the colliding nuclei should decay rapidly with time. The lifetime modified by the presence of matters could be controversial, where the different estimations can be found in [52, 53] and [54] . Despite the distinction between our model and QGP in reality, the results from such a toy model still provides us qualitative understandings of the influence of pressure anisotropy and magnetic filed on the photon production in the strongly coupled scenario.
At moderate frequency, the spectra with heavy quarks in the presence of magnetic field and anisotropy are rather intriguing. As indicated in [55] , the resonance appearing in photon spectra may implies the decay of heavy mesons to on-shell photons. In the previous study of photon spectra with massive quarks in the absence of magnetic field in an isotropic medium [18] , it has been shown that the resonance starts to emerge when the quark mass approaches the critical mass. Since the presence of magnetic field reduces the critical mass, the resonance appears for the spectrum with smaller quark mass, which suggests that the decay from lighter mesons to on-shell photons will be accessible with the aid of magnetic field. Moreover, the dependence on orientation and polarization with respect to the magnetic field makes the resonance distinguishable from the isotropic one triggered by the increase of quark mass in the absence of magnetic field [18] .
Here we plot the differential emission rate per unit volume in the unit of (πT ) 2 in Fig.10 around moderate frequency, where the resonance from heavy quarks could be comparable to the spectrum with lighter quarks in this regime. In the presence of magnetic field, the impact of the resonance on the shape of the spectrum at moderate frequency is even more pronounced than the enhancement at large frequency, which could generate a mild peak of v 2 at moderate frequency. Despite the over-simplification of our model, the orientation-dependence resonance could give a rise to the mild peak of v 2 in the intermediate energy. On the other hand, it is also indicated in [40] that the photons with out-plane polarizations, which correspond to the photons polarized along the magnetic field when moving perpendicular to the field in our setup, will account for the primary contributions beyond small frequency. The polarization dependence of the enhanced spectra of direct photons could be substantial to clarify the cause of large v 2 in future experiments.
On the contrary, the further inclusion of pressure anisotropy increases the critical mass and thus reduces the resonance in our model, which favors the meson melting in the plasma. Our findings is consistent with [56] [57] [58] , in which the increase of anisotropy results in the decrease of the screening length of the quark-antiquark potential in the MT geometry at fixed temperature. At first glance, it is surprising that the qualitative features of heavy-meson suppression led by pressure anisotropy found in the MT geometry are contradictory to those obtained in weakly coupled approaches [59, 60] and anisotropic hydrodynamics [61] [62] [63] for anisotropic QCD plasmas, where the anisotropic media result in less suppression for heavy mesons in comparison with the isotropic ones. Nonetheless, one should recall the difference between the setup in the MT model and in those approaches more analogous to QGP in reality. In the MT model, the ratio of shear viscosity to entropy density is decreased by the increase of pressure anisotropy [64] . This is drastically distinct from the approaches related to QGP, in which the pressure anisotropy makes the plasma more viscous. As a result, the anisotropic effect in the MT model facilitates the deconfinement while the anisotropy in the viscous QGP favors the confinement of heavy mesons. We thus conclude that the resonance stemming from the presence of magnetic field may not be suppressed by pressure anisotropy in QGP.
Even though the MT model with constant field may not match some qualitative properties of the QGP in reality, the model is of considerable interest in its own right. To acquire better understandings of the competing effect between the anisotropy and magnetic field on the meson melting in the strongly coupled SYM plasma with fundamental matters, it is rather intriguing to further investigate the meson spectral functions and thermodynamics in Minkowski embeddings [48] . From phenomenological perspectives, it is as well crucial to incorporate time-dependent magnetic field in future works. In addition, to manifest the influence of the resonance originated from the heavy quarks on photon production, the computation of v 2 for the thermal photons with magnetic field in the D3/D7 system will be reported in [65] . Finally, we expect the embedding of probe flavor brane is stable, but it needs further considerations. 
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VII. APPENDIX A. General Expressions for Field Equations
In this appendix, we demonstrate the derivation of general expressions of field equations in the string frame in gauge invariant forms. From the quadratic term of the field strength in the DBI action, we have the field equations in the Maxwell form as shown in (32) . By taking Fourier transform of the gauge field as shown in (5) , the field equations in the gauge of A u = 0 now read
where M = e −φ −detG µν and i denotes the propagating direction and j denotes the polarization of the gauge field. The first equation here represents the transverse mode and the rest three contribute to the longitudinal modes. To rewrite the field equations into the gauge invariant form, we define
where we set k 0 = −ω and k i = q. By using the first equation of (35) and (36), we obtain the gauge invariant form for the transverse modes,
By combining the rest three equations in (35) and (36) and doing some algebras, we then derive the gauge invariant form for the longitudinal modes,
where k 2 = G tt ω 2 + G ii q 2 . Furthermore, by using the last equation in (35), we can also rewrite the near-boundary action into the gauge invariant form as
Finally, by implementing (11), we obtain the photon spectral density
B. Near-Boundary Expansion
To analyze the asymptotic behavior of ψ(u) with black-hole embedding near the boundary in MT metric, we may consider the situation with small anisotropy since the leading-order expansion of the MT geometry in terms of a/T can be solved analytically. In this limit for a/T <≪ 1, the leading-order solution of MT geometry reads [38] , 
where the coefficients for the anisotropic contributions are given by 
We then insert the analytic expression of the background metric above into (20) and solve for ψ(u) near the boundary. We may assume that the asymptotic expansion of ψ(u) takes form,
where the logarithmic terms come from anisotropy and have to vanish as a → 0. Up to the O(a 2 ) and O(u 6 ) of (20), we find 
where the coefficients of higher-order terms are determined by ψ 1 and ψ 3 associated with the quark mass and condensate, respectively. Since the leading-order logarithmic term dominates the O(u 3 ) term near the boundary, it is awkward to extract ψ 3 in terms of the expansion in the u coordinate when the background geometry is anisotropic.
